about Glen-Gery

To homeowners, builders, contractors, architects, designers and all in the influence chain, Glen-Gery is the preeminent provider of engineered hard surface solutions for interior and exterior applications with the largest, most aesthetically diverse and technologically superior offering.

As an industry leader for more than 125 years, Glen-Gery operates 10 manufacturing plants and 10 company owned distribution locations. Glen-Gery’s Hanley Plant, located in Summerville, Pennsylvania has a production capacity of 50 million brick. It is a premier architectural brick plant and custom job shop.
why Hanley?

The extremely diversified product line includes thousands of products in an infinite number of colors as well as the ability to match custom colors and coat multiple faces. The products are manufactured in a wide-array of sizes, textures and styles including facebrick and thin brick, which are available in extruded and cut units. Surface applications include six different textures, flashing and coatings like glazes, engobe and klaycoat® products. Non-standard coring is also available to meet job specifications. All products are manufactured to ASTM tolerances.

unlimited capabilities

The Hanley Plant production line is set up as a true job shop allowing for custom jobs and special order products to be manufactured throughout the typical production schedule of price list products. While the plant promotes more than a thousand products, we welcome the opportunity to develop new or custom products or adjust existing products to meet special requirements and design challenges.
Choose from six unique textures that will have passersby reaching out to touch and feel. Our Hanley Plant goes above and beyond the traditional smooth and wirecut brick surfaces. Products are also available in rough, stone rolled, warble and craftsman surface textures. Select a non-traditional texture to give your brick a truly distinctive look and feel!

Two Custom Blends:  (BIA AWARD WINNER)
Dark Blend: K11-9053 & K12-3008
Light Blend: K08-6008, K12-3009, K12-3010

Four-way Custom Blend:
(25%) Oyster Grey (S56), (25%) Smoky Quartz (S72),
(25%) Toledo Grey (S75) and (25%) Dark Brown (S76)

custom blends
Blending brick allows the utmost flexibility in customizing the exterior cladding selection. The seamless transition between our trendy architectural colors provides designers an endless palette to choose from. Whether your desire is a subtle range of three grey klaycoats or a bolder blend of five buffs and browns, our Hanley plant will work with you to ensure the color combination matches your vision no matter how many products you choose to blend!
thin brick offering

A select group of products from are available, from our Eastline series, as extruded thin brick with dovetail backs (not cut from full size units). This extruded architectural thin brick product line is available in modular and utility size and in smooth, wirecut and rough textures. They have the same exceptional properties of our full size products and are a thinner, lighter more cost effective alternative to cut thin brick.

Hanley also has the ability to cut a broad range of full size brick down to a thin brick, including corners, to meet your job requirements. Both methods (extruded and cut) yield matching full and thin units for a seamless transition between wall structures, additions and more. Grinding/waxing is also available to meet PCI tolerances for precast/tilt up applications.
Glazed brick from Glen-Gery offer the means to choose from an infinite array of colors. A glaze is a vitrified coating bonded to the surface of the brick. The attractive features of glazed products go beyond good looks! They are:

- Impervious to liquids and gases
- Available in an infinite array of colors
- Long-lasting and fade resistant
- Available in matte, semi-gloss and gloss finishes
- Utilize Glen-Gery's color matching technology to create your own custom color

(top to bottom)
Golden Dawn (W27-28), Skyline (G419), Golden Dawn with Clear Clear Glaze (CG W27-28)
Klaycoat® brick, like glazed, are available in scores of colors yielding spectacular results that architects and designers can utilize to great effect. Klaycoats have a permeable coating bonded to the surface of the brick, which provides a matte finish with the texture of very fine sandpaper. Most klaycoat colors are manufactured with a complementary body color where applicable. They are:

- Available in smooth or wirecut textures
- Available in an infinite array of colors
- The surface is breathable, allowing water vapor to pass through the surface of the brick
- The price point is competitive to traditional brick
- Utilize Glen-Gery’s **color matching technology** to create your own custom color

**Stone Grey (K12-3009) (BIA AWARD WINNER)**

**Four Custom Klaycoat® Brick (BIA AWARD WINNER)**
Red Cliff (S12), Burgundy Ironspot (SIS81) and Tawny Beige (S32)

Front cover:
Custom Klaycoat® Blend (BIA AWARD WINNER)
Light Blend (K12-3006, K12-3009, K12-3010)
Dark Blend (K12-3000, K12-3008, K11-9053)